Andy Winters at Retronics says they have designed their
windscreen timer module so the owner sets up the duration of
sweep for their particular vehicle. This is a once only set up when
the module is installed on a car and it means you then have an
intermittent wiper function, with the wipers always stopping at the
correct park position between sweeps. An extra advantage is that
due to the interval between sweeps it is far easier to stop your
wipers at the correct park position. Andy says “it’s the next best
thing to self-parking wipers!”
The benefits of the wiper timer module are no more squeaking
from the wipers with too little rain on the screen and no more flicking
your wipers on and off, the convenience of selecting wiper sweep
intervals of 2, 3, 4, 8 & 12 seconds. The kit is simple to fit with only
a few wires to connect and it works with your existing self-parking
wipers. There is a retro style rotary control switch for adjusting the
sweep interval...
The retail price is £59.99 which includes UK postage. This new
product will released for sale shortly and available from Retronics
on their website or on their eBay listing. Their current stockists of
other Retronics devices are also likely to take this new product on –
they are Stafford vehicle Components, East Sussex Minors, Europa
Specialist Spares and Charles Ware’s Morris Minor Centre.

Intermittent windscreen wiper module
The innovative team of electronic engineers and classic car
enthusiasts at Retronics has launched another new product which
enables a classic car owner to make a useful but subtle upgrade –
an intermittent wiper module. Many classic vehicles have
windscreen wipers that are either on or off, so driving in drizzle or
moderate rainfall means constantly reaching for the wiper switch
either on the dashboard or on a stalk alongside the steering wheel.
The Retronics Windscreen Timer Module solves the problem with
an economical and simple to install electronic device.

V8 Register – MG Car Club

Hazard Light Module
The wiper timer module follows another useful upgrade Retronics
launched earlier, their Hazard Light Module, which is selling very
well indeed. It’s an ultra-reliable universal hazard light module and
comes ready to fit. There is no need to replace your existing
indicators and the module works with traditional and LED bulbs, and
is suitable for positive and negative earth vehicles. Full details of
their product range, including useful videos demonstrating the
modules, are on their website.
http://www.retronicsonline.com/
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